The Prospect of Photochemical Reactions in Confined Gel Media.
Nature is intrinsically able to control kinetics, conversion, and selectivity of biochemical processes by means of confined reaction environments such as enzyme pockets, bilayer membranes, micelles, vesicles, cells, or bioorganic frameworks. The main reason for this fact is the optimal molecular alignment and restricted motion of reactant molecules compared to those found in bulk solution. Under this inspiration, a number of synthetic photo-nanoreactors based on supramolecular self-assembled systems have been developed during the last decades, including mesoporous inorganic materials, microemulsions, micelles, vesicles, lipid bilayer foams, polyelectrolyte nanoparticles, etc. In a broader sense, nanoreactor technology constitutes nowadays a promising tool to enhance organic synthesis under sustainable reaction conditions. In general, nanoreactors change the essential properties of the molecules within them, thus affecting their chemical reactivity. Among the nanoreactor-like systems described in the literature to facilitate photochemical processes, the more recent use of viscoelastic supramolecular gels, typically made of low-molecular-weight (LMW) compounds self-assembled through noncovalent interactions, as compartmentalized reaction media is particularly appealing due to the versatility of these materials in terms of fabrication, properties, and processability. Furthermore, the high specific surface areas found in supramolecular gels, their stimuli-responsive reversibility, good diffusion properties enhancing the interactions between reactants and the three-dimensional (3D) porous network, functional tunability, and blocking effect of external oxygen are some of the most important features that can benefit photoinduced processes carried out in confined gel media. Not surprisingly, the efficiency of photochemical processes inside gel media is largely dependent on the type of reaction, characteristics of the gel network, solvent nature, reactant properties, and reaction conditions. Thus, the main focus of this Account is to provide a concise overview of the most relevant examples reported by us and others in order to illustrate the main advantages associated with the emerging use of gel-based materials as nonconventional reaction media to facilitate and control photochemical reactions. In particular, photodimerization, triplet-triplet annihilation upconversion (TTA-UC) coupled to single electron transfer (SET), photooxidation, photoreduction, and trifluoromethylation reactions will be illustrated during the discussion. These examples suggest that gel-based media can provide a versatile platform for the discovery of new reaction pathways and facilitate the way that photochemical reactions are traditionally carried out in academia and industry in terms of reaction conditions and required infrastructure. In addition, the use of physical or chemical gels as reaction systems may also accelerate high-throughput screening of photocatalysts. Overall, a judicious choice of gelators, reactants, solvent, and reaction conditions for the assembly of these gelators is crucial for controlling conversion, kinetics, and selectivity of intragel photoinduced processes.